
Health and Safety Procedures 

Check in procedure:  

1. All students will have temperature checked and logged immediately upon entry.  Anyone with a 

temperature grater than 100.4 will be asked to return home. 

2. Remove shoes and store them as directed. We ask that students please limit what is brought 

into the gym. Essential items only such as shoes, water bottle, and keys. Please leave other 

items at home or in the car. 

3. All students will then wash or sanitize hands.  

4. Students may then proceed to designated area of the gym for class making sure to stay 6 feet 

away from other students.  

Health and Safety: 

1. We ask that anyone who has had a fever, cough, or other concerning symptoms to please stay 

home.  

2. Instructors will wash hands in between classes.  

Spacing/Capacity: 

1. To limit the number of people in the building there will be no indoor parent viewing areas. We 

ask that parents remain outside unless necessary.  

• Parents will be able to view classes through the windows if desired. Everyone is 

encouraged to practice social distancing and remain 6 feet apart! 

2. Class start and end times have been staggered to limit the number of people entering and 

leaving the building at the same time.  

3. Class sizes will be limited to ensure that students and teachers are able to stay 6 feet apart-

unless necessary for spotting.  

• In the dance room we could fit 15 kids 6 feet apart but will be starting with classes of 8 

to 10 at the most. 

• On the gym floor we could fit at least 20 kids but will be starting with classes of 10 to 12 

kids at a time 

Cleaning/Equipment: 

1. All matts and equipment used during class will be disinfected with Virex and other CDC 

approved products immediately after use.  

2. High contact areas will also be disinfected frequently.  

3. Bathroom procedures have been posted in both bathrooms which include spraying down 

anything that was touched prior to leaving the bathroom.  

4. Further deep cleaning will be completed as necessary on off hours. 

Employees: 

1. All employees will be trained in cleaning and safety procedures. 

2. All teachers will be asked to take their temperatures prior to teaching for the day. Any teacher 

with a fever of 100.4 or greater, cough, or other symptoms will be asked to stay home.  

 


